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Let e be an idempotent of the complex group ring. We study self-adjoint idem- 
potents of @[Cl by finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the right ideal 
eC[G] to have an element closest to 1 in the L*-norm. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group, and let C[G] denote the complex group ring. Let CI = 
z a,x be an element of C[G], and define the trace of ~1, denoted tr CL, by a,. 
It is a theorem of Kaplansky [3, p. 38) that for an arbitrary idempotent 
e E CCC], tr e is a real algebraic number with the property that it and all 
its conjugates lie between 0 and 1; strict inequality holds if e #O,l. Later 
work by Zalesskii [3, p. 481 has shown that tr e is a rational number. 
All proofs of Kaplansky’s Theorem (Kaplansky [3, p. 641, Montgomery 
[2], Passman [3, pp. 31-381) rely on elementary analytic properties of 
C[G]. The first two embed @[Cl into suitable operator algebras. The 
third one, given by Passman, takes an alternate point of view and needs 
only the embedding of CCC] in L*(G). For our purposes we briefly recall 
the main ideas of this proof. 
First, consider the case when G is finite. If Ed @[G] is a nontrivial idem- 
potent, then the right ideal eC[G] has an element f closest to 1 in the L2- 
norm 11 11. It has the nice property of being a self-adjoint idempotent with 
tr f = tr e = II f II ’ > 0, from which the result then follows. 
It G is any group, then e@[G] may no longer be complete and may not 
possess uch an element J However, as Passman observes, one can replace 
the role of f by an approximating sequence (f, ) E eC[G] whose 
corresponding distances to 1 tend to d(eC[G], 1). This is the crucial idea of 
the proof. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate certain properties of “closest 
elements.” In light of Passman’s proof, it is not surprising to find that this 
is actually a study of self-adjoint idempotents. The outline of the paper is as 
follows. 
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Section 2 is a brief review of necessary analytic methods and results. Sec- 
tion 3 produces necessary and sufficient conditions for e to be the element 
of eC[G] closest to 1 (Theorem 3.3). Section 4 deals with a specific eC[G] 
and its closest element. This leads directly into Section 5 and the main 
results of the paper (Theorem 5.2). Here necessary and sufficient conditions 
for e@[G] to have an element closest to 1 are given. Moreover, if such an 
element exists, then it is shown to have a rather nice description in terms of 
e. Section 6 deals with various examples and Section 7 discusses related 
results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The methods employed in this paper are standard analytic ones which, 
in the past, have been used to study idempotents in @[Cl. We offer a brief 
review and refer the reader to [3, Chap. 23 for a more thorough develop- 
ment. 
Let c1= C a,x and B = C b,x be two elements of C[G], and define 
(c(, /I) = C a,&, )I c1 I[* = 1 1 e, 12, and Cc = C a,~~‘. From these definitions 
(CCC], I( /I ) becomes a pre-Hilbert space, dense in L*(G). 
For each CI E C[G] let L, denote the operator on L*(G) given by left 
multiplication, i.e., L,(x) = tlx (x E L*(G)). Then C[G] corresponds to a 
self-adjoint algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space normed 
by 11 L, IlO = sup{ 11 L,(x) 11: x E L2(G), 11 x II = 1 } and with an adjoint L,* 
given by L,. Its uniform closure, U, is a C*-algebra. (We note that 
Montgomery embedded C[G] in U.) 
3. IDEMP~TENTS AND d(e@[~], 1) 
Let e E C[G] be an idempotent, eC[G] the right ideal it generates, and 
d(e@[G], 1) the L*-distance from eC[G] to 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. d(e@[G], l)* = 1 - tr e. 
Proof. In [3, Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7, p. 361 it is established that there 
exists a sequence (f,, ) E e@ [G] satisfying 
(1) IIfn - 1 II’G4e@[IGl, I)*+ lln4, 
(2) I Ilf, II*-trf, I <r’l4 
(3) 1 tr fn - tr e I < Y/n, 
for some constants r’ and r” independent of n. 
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For each element of the sequence we have 
Passing to the limit and using (l)-(3) we obtain the desired result. 
LEMMA 3.i. The following are equivalent: 
(1) 1 -tre= I(e- 1 112, 
(2) tre= Ile/12, 
(3) e = 2. 
Proof. (1)0(2)Thisfollowsfrom l-tre-~~e-l~1/*=tre-~~e~~*. 
(3)*(2) If e=e, then tre=tree= Ile/12. 
(2) = (3) By the CauchyySchwartz inequality we have tr e = tr(e2) = 
(e, 2) < I( e II II .? II = ]I e II 2. Since tr e = II e )I 2, it follows that e = le for some 
complex number 1. Comparing traces for e # 0 yields I = 1; for e = 0 there 
is nothing to prove. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following are equivalent for an idempotent f E eC[G]: 
(1) d(e~CGl, I)= II 1 -f II. 
(2) f is selfadjoint with tr f = tr e. 
Proof: (l)=(2) d(fC[G], l)a II 1 -f II implies equality since 
f E fC[G]. Thus d(fC[G], l)=d(eC[G], 1) so Lemma 3.1 implies 
tr f = tr e. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, 1 - tr f = II 1 - f II2 yields f = J 
(2) + (1) Since f is self adjoint, Lemma 3.2 implies 11 - f II * = 1 - tr f: 
Since tr f = tr e, this and Lemma 3.1 yield 
I/ 1 -f II*= 1 -tre=d(eC[G], 1)‘. 
Remark. We end this section with a few observations essentially noted 
by Passman [3, p. 343. Fix eC[G], let %N be its L2-closure in L2(G), and 
let !DIl be the orthogonal complement of %I in L2(G). Then L*(G) = 
rn@!JJP is a decomposition of L2(G) as a direct sum of right 
@ [ G]-modules. 
Let 1 = m + ml be the unique expression for 1 according to this decom- 
position. Take CCEYJI and form ~~cz--1~j2=(c1-1,c(-1). Since 
(g - m, m’) = 0, we conclude that II c1- 1 II 2 = II CI - m 11 2 + )I ml II 2. Therefore 
m is the unique element of ‘$I closest to 1. So we see that if eC[G] has an 
element f closest to 1, then f is unique. Moreover, in this case f is a self- 
adjoint idempotent, fL2(G) = fm, and therefore eC[G] = f CCC]. 
4811102/l-16 
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4. EXAMPLES 
Consider the C-algebra isomorphism 
C[S,]E:@XCXM*(@) 
P 
obtained from 
(12)4 1, -1, [Yf J), 
WV-( 1, 1, [; z2]) (w’=l). 
Here overbar corresponds to transpose conjugation in the third term. 
Using the fact that tr corresponds to the trace of the regular representation, 
and using tr also for matrix trace, we have in this instance 
tr(cl, B, y) = i (cc + /I + 2 tr y). 
Fix A # 0 in C and consider e E C [S,] satisfying 
Then e is a non-self-adjoint idempotent. Thus by Theorem 3.3, e is not the 
element of eC[S,] closest to 1. Since S3 is finite, there must be one which 
we now find. From the remark at the end of Section 3, a closest element 
f~@[Gl satistiesf’=fandf=J: 
Consider now 
If this element is self adjoint, then a = 5 is real and b = 15 = Xu. Further if c1 
is an idempotent then it must have matrix trace 1 since the other 
possibilities 0 and 2 are clearly impossible. Thus 
1 =a+Ab=a(l +AT)). 
These two properties are enough to uniquely define 
1 1 x 
a=l+IIJZ A 1;1)2 . [ 1 
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(Note: We could have used as well Theorem 5.2, namely, that f satisfies 
f = f and tr f = tr e, to uniquely define a as above.) 
Thus the closest element f E eC [ G] satisfies 
df I= (0, 0, a). 
Using the isomorphism p, we find 
Ilell*=(l + lAl*)/3, 
and therefore 
tr e 
f=jp@ 
is the desired closest element. 
We remark that if G is finite, then the closest element of eC[G] is not 
necessarily of this form. Indeed let G = S, and write C[S,] as M3(C) x R in 
such a way that the matrix representation is isomorphic to its con- 
tragredient so that overbar corresponds to transpose conjugation. 
Fix A# 0 in @ and consider 
1 
i ‘I. 4 0 1 
Then e is not self adjoint. Since eti has 1 in the lower right corner, if p is 
any complex number with pee a nonzero idempotent if follows that p = 1. 
But then 
is not an idempotent. 
5. FINDING THE CLOSEST ELEMENT 
In Section 1 we noted that if G is an arbitrary group, then eC[G] may 
not have an element closest to 1; however, its L2-completion !J.II does. 
Denote this element byf: 
In this section we use basic results about rings of operators [l] to 
obtain a nice description of$ Toward this goal we recall that for arbitrary 
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G, L2(G) can be made into a left C[G]-module under formal mul- 
tiplication. This motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION. An element a of C[G] is said to be right invertible in L2(G) 
if there exists /I E L2(G) with a/I = 1. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let a be an element of C[G]. Then 1 + acC is right invertible 
in L2(G). 
Proof: Let U denote the uniform closure of {L,},, Ccc,. For fixed 
aE @[Cl, the element A = Z+ L,L,* is right invertible in U since U is a 
C*-algebra. Thus A 0 A -’ = I. Evaluating at 1 E L*(G) yields the desired 
result with A - ‘( 1) = /l E L2( G). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be an arbitrary group, and let e be an idempotent of 
C[G] with u the right inverse of 1 + (e-e)(e--e) in L’(G). Then eC[G] 
has an element f closest to 1 if and only if ecu is an element of CCC]; if this 
is the case, then f = et%. 
Proof -+ Suppose f = ecu is an element of c[G], where u is the right 
inverse of 1 + (e-2)(2-e) in L2(G). Let T be the inverse of LI+Ce~ejCe-rj 
in U. It is well known [l] that the operator P = L,L, T is a projection. 
From the previous lemma, T acts on each a of @[G] by T(a) = ua. 
Therefore L,L, T(L,L, T( 1)) = f and so we see that f 2 = f: Moreover, 
fEYJlnC[G]=e@[G]. 
Now 
(L,(l), Lf(l))= (P(l), P(1)) 
= (P(l), 1) 
= (L,( 1 h 1). 
Hence tr f = )I f iI2 and so by Lemma 3.2, f = J It remains to show by 
Theorem 3.3 that tr f = tr e. 
We observe that P is conjugate to L,; indeed WPW- ’ = L,, where W= 
P+(Z-L,) and W-‘=L, +(I-P). This implies tr(WPW-l(l))= 
tr(L,( 1)) = tr e. On the other hand, a direct computation yields 
tr(WPW-‘(l))=tr(WP(e+l-f)) 
=tr(W(fe+f-f*)) 
=tr(f2e+ fe-efe). 
This last expression equals tr f; indeed f belongs to e@ [G] by hypothesis, 
so that trfe=tref =trJ: 
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= Conversely suppose eC[G] has an element f closest to 1 in the L2- 
norm, and let U, P, and T be the same as in the first part of this proof. 
Then f is a self-adjoint idempotent with eC[G] = f @[Cl. This implies 
L,U = L$l. Moreover by [ 1 ] L,U = PU; hence P E L,-U. 
We now show (Z-P) is an element of L,, -r,U. Write L,- = PX for some 
XE U and set Z= PX+ Lc,-,f,. Then (I- P) is an element of the left ideal 
ULc,-,.,, so that (Z-P)* is an element of L; -,.,U. But f =A therefore 
(I- P)E L+,,U. 
So in the decomposition U = LfU@ Lclpf,U we have two represen- 
tations of Z from which it follows that Lf = P. Hence f = L,-(l) = 
L, L, T( 1) = ecu, and the theorem is complete. 
6. EXAMPLES 
Throughout this section we let (T) denote the infinite cyclic group and 
weidentify @[S, x(T)] with C[(T)]xC[(T)]xM2(C[(T)]) by tak- 
ing the isomorphism p given in Section 4 and extending it naturally to one 
on C[S,] Q C[ ( T)]. Then overbar corresponds to the usual C[ ( T)] 
adjoint in the first two factors and to adjoint transpose in the third. For 
notational convenience we identify the element (0, 0, a) with ~1. We also 
stay with the same notation used in the statement of Theorem 5.2. 
(I) Our first example is of an infinite-dimensional eC[G] having an 
element f closest to 1; hence by Theorem 5.2 f = e& is an element of C[G]. 
However, as this example further illustrates, u need not belong to CCC]. 
Consider @[S, x ( T)] and let 
1 l- 
e=O 0. [ ‘1 
Then 
so that 
with 
l+(e-e)(e-e)=(l, 1,~) 
0 
1 3-T-T-’ . 
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Now as a C[& x ( T)] module, L2(S3 x ( T)) is isomorphic with 
L2( (T)) x L2( (T)) x M,(L’( (T))). Thus by Lemma 5.1, 
and so 
-I= (3-T-T-l-l 
[ 
0 
V 
0 (3 - T- T-l)-' 1 
u= (1, 1, v-1) 
is an element of L2(S, x ( T))\@[S, x (T)]. Moreover, 
10 
eeu= 00 [ 1 
is an element of C[S,]. 
(II) Our second example shows that not every e@[G] possesses an 
element closest to 1. Again consider @[S, x (T)] with 
1 0 
e= l+TO [ 1 
In keeping with the notation from the previous example we find that 
v-,- (3+T+T-')-I - 
[ 
0 
0 (3 + T+ T-l)-' 1 
with (3 + T+ T-l)-' E L2(S, x (T))\@[S, x (T)]. Thus 
ecu= 
[ 
(3+T+T-')-I * 
* * 1 
and so is not in C[S, x (T)]. 
Note. This example could have been done as well in the spirit of the 
first example from Section 4. 
7. RELATED RESULTS 
Recall from the remark at the end of Section 3 that if eC[G] has an 
element fclosest to 1, thenfis the unique self-adjoint idempotent in e@[G] 
with e@[G] = f@[G]. Theorem 5.2 then gives a description for f as ecu, 
with u E L'(G). 
Independent of our work are two interesting results previously obtained 
by D. Farkas and D. S. Passman (unpublished) which directly relate to our 
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results. For the sake of completeness we include them along with a brief 
discussion. 
PROPOSITION (Passman). Let R be a ring with involution and e an idem- 
potent. Then eR is generated by a projection if and only if e* deter. 
Furthermore if e* = e*er then f = er is the unique projection generating eR. 
This can be used as follows. Embed R in a larger ring S with involution. 
Solve e* = e*es in S. So if f 4 R we see that eR is not generated by a projec- 
tion. 
Before stating the next result, we define an idempotent o be essentially 
self-adjoint if the right ideal it generates is also generated by a self-adjoint 
idempotent. 
PROPOSITION (Farkas). The following are equivalent: 
(i) all idempotents in @[G] are essentially self-adjoint. 
(ii) e + .? - 1 is invertible for each idempotent e E @[Cl. 
(iii) (A+ 1) JJ’CO ((A + e - P)/(A + 1))” converges in the L2-norm to 
some element of C [G] for each e = e* E @[G]. Here A = 2 1 e I*. 
We observe that (e + e- l)* = 1 + (e - tY)(.? - e) appears in our 
Theorem 5.2. Also the uniform closure U of C[G] being a C*-algebra 
implies that all idempotents are essentially self adjoint. So if e E CCC] is an 
idempotent, the corresponding operator LCe+p- 1J is invertible in U and 
therefore (e + e- 1) is right invertible in L*(G). Reworking Theorem 5.2 
one can then show that the closest element of eC[G], if it exists, is also of 
the form e(e + e- 1)-l, where the inverse is taken in L*(G). 
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